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Your bulletin 
 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

 
5 March           Twilight / Scatter 182                            Bolton area                                                                                    Alan Smith 
           Start and finish at the Bay Horse, Heath Charnock, PR6 9ER which is about 6 miles from Junction 6 on the M61. 
                                                                          (see website for more details) 
 
12 March         AGM                                                     Kilton Inn   8.15pm                                                                              Jeff Gray 
 
 
26 March       Twilight / Scatter 183               East Cheshire / Derbyshire                              Andy Williams and Lauren Crook 
                                                                         (further details page 4 and the website) 
 
  
9 April           “A PARAMEDICS PERPECTIVE OF MOTORSPORT”        Kilton Inn 8pm                                                   Lee Skilling 
                                    (External speaker – see page 2) 
 
23 April      KDMC Grass Autotest & Production Car Autotest    
                                                                            (further details to follow) 
                                         

 

Arranging an event?  Want it publicised? 
 
If you are arranging an activity or event and want it publicised to the Club, or put on the website, please send the 
relevant details about the event to comms-group@knutsfordmotorclub.co.uk and the details will be put on Facebook, the 
website and emailed to members. 
 

 
My thanks to: Peter Boyce, Richard Duddell, Roger Hopkins, Mike Lawson, Margaret Mullen, Graham Raeburn, Les Sharp, 
Lee Skilling, Mike Timmins, David Ward and Andy Williams who have all contributed to this edition. The next Bulletin will 
be published on 3 April 2018. Please email your contributions for the April Bulletin to Bulletin@knutsfordmotorclub.co.uk 
by 26 March at the latest. Please let me have photos to go with the articles.     

Mike Harrison 
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Talk starts at 8pm followed by question and answer session at the end. More information contact Lee Skilling:  
lee@theurbanrescuekid.co.uk 
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 The Chairman’s bit 
 

 
 
Starting my bulletin article with a ‘Catch Up’ on the activities within KDMC. The most recent event has been the 60th 
Anniversary Awards Dinner which took place at The Cottons Hotel in Knutsford. I think all who attended had a most 
enjoyable night. I most certainly did, with both myself and daughter Jenny winning awards. Don Wales was our guest 
speaker and gave a slightly different take on an after-dinner speech by including the use of slides and video clips. I 
personally enjoyed this, but it would be good to hear the views of others who attended.  
 
I particularly liked it when he put up the slide of the cockpit to Donald Campbell’s Land Speed record breaking car and 
identified in the photograph the instrument which KDMC awards as the ‘Bluebird Trophy’. It was also the first time I had 
heard the explanation of how the name ‘Bluebird’ came about. If you were not there I am sure those that were will be 
happy to share with you. Thank you to Jeff Gray for arranging the evening and making sure it all ran to time. None of us 
should under estimate the amount of work involved. 
 
To all the award winners - congratulations on your success, and for those that did not win an award in 2017, I hope you will 
be out and about in 2018 and put that to right. 
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 The KDMC calendar really starts to pick up pace at this time of the year. The Twilight series has started. The first of our 3 
major Rallies the Tour of Cheshire should have taken place, but literally while completing this article CoC  Mike Harrison 
has let me know that after much deliberation the Rally has had to be cancelled due to the extreme weather conditions, I 
really feel for Mike and the team with all the work that was put in and even some very late venue changes. With the 
weather conditions as they are it was the only responsible thing to do. They seem to be having similar problems at the F1 
tests at Barcelona, so no amount of money or back up can give protection from the weather. Maybe / hopefully we will be 
able to run the event latter in the year. 
  
Later in March is the AGM. This is an important opportunity for all members to have a major input a) on electing the 
committee for the coming year, b) raising any points on finances and governance. It is also another good opportunity to 
socialise. Having said that I unfortunately will not be able to attend as I have a business trip I cannot re-arrange, so will be 
giving my apologies and my proxy if there are any votes... 
 
April will see the start of the grass autotest year. Is it only a month and a bit away? Hardly possible as I am looking out on 
snow covered fields writing this article! Please look out on the website for regs. Look for them published and logged under 
‘event regs’. This is a page that has been added relatively recently to ensure all regs. are in a common and convenient place. 
 
Like many KDMC members I now need to remake my plans for the weekend, losing the ToC is bad, having it substituted 
with a load of jobs around the house is very bad!! 
 
 
Mike Lawson 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Scatter 183 
 
Based again at the Ryles Arms, Macclesfield, Lauren & Andy present Scatter 183. Earlier than the usual September date as 
we've been "encouraged" to assist with the organising team on the Targa this year which would've meant a 4-day gap 
between the two events, a little too hectic so we've swapped with Team Vokes and they will do 184. A win win as they're 
involved with the 3 Castles event so less pressure on both teams. Regs are now available from the usual places and entries 
are now open. 

 
Andy Williams 
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Well where do I start.  
 
It’s Friday 2 March and I’m sitting at home on the computer not rushing around like a mad thing. There haven’t been the 
usual throaty exhaust notes as rally cars on the measured mile rush pass the end of the drive whilst I’m loading the car with 
rally packs, control boards etc etc.  
 
What’s going on. Not much, it’s not even snowing! 
 
It’s been a very eventful (no pun intended) couple of weeks with first losing Beeston Cattle Market as not just one test 
venue, but three. The search then started to replace this loss and to find a new coffee halt. My thanks to Jeff Gray who 
took me to several possible locations in and around Northwich – sadly none of which materialised.  However, through an 
old work contact I was put in touch with the owners of the old Chelford Cattle market.  Fortunately, the chap I meet knew 
our ex KDMC member David Russell – and then everything became quite easy to secure the site as a test venue. The bonus 
with this site was it was only half a mile off our planned rally route! 
 
Booths Park were very kind and released another car park for us to use and we decided to replace the third test with a 
double run of the middle Chowley test. Adding these tests and changing the Chowley layout created quite a bit of extra 
work for Duncan Wild and my grateful thanks to him for designing the new tests and modifying the old ones to 
accommodate the changes at such short notice. 
 
A new coffee halt was organised in Kelsall and again it was not far off the rally route. So that was venues sorted. 
 
Then the road closures started!  Four on rally route and a planned 3-way traffic light-controlled roadworks mid regularity. 
More changes to be worked into the plans, roads to be measured and new routes submitted to the MSA, RLO and Police. 
 
With all this dealt with the weather then started closing in on the UK and the forecast for Friday afternoon / evening 
promising quite a snow fall in Cheshire. Whilst we had missed the worst of the so-called ‘beast from the east’ we had 
competitors and marshals worrying about if they could get to the event. After much deliberation over Wednesday night I 
concluded that it was not in the best interests of KDMC to carry on with the event. It would, I believe, have been 
irresponsible to subject competitors, marshals and officials to the dangers of getting to and from the event in the worsening 
weather conditions. There were also the dangers of having marshals out for long periods of time in sub-zero temperatures. 
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 Thursday was therefore spent at the computer keyboard and telephone communicating the collation news to the event 
stewards, other officials, competitors, marshals etc etc - thank goodness for email and thunderbird! 
As I sit writing this piece the snow should be falling outside, but it isn’t - you just would not believe it. 
 
My grateful thanks to the members of the core organising team; those members who helped with the PRing task; the social 
media team; and of course, the Secretary of the Meeting (who I usually forget to publicly thank – thank you Lorna). 
 
Where now.  I would like to try and reschedule the event for later in the year if the Club and my core team will support me. 
As encouragements - the first entry was promised within half an hour of our cancellation email going out for the event and 
one of our sponsors is offering to sponsor the rescheduled event. 
 
Mike Harrison 
 

MEMBERSHIP  
 
We welcome the following as new, or re-joining Club members: 
 
Chris Chapman – Alsager – joined for friendship and love of motor racing. 
Holly Thompson – Sandbach – interested in Targa 
Simon Haughton – Siddington – wants to compete in historic rallying 
Chris Petch – Wilmslow – to take part in navigation rallies and socials 
Christiaan Frickel – Chester – compete on Tour of Cheshire and rallies 
David Gregory – Knutsford – returned to KDMC after absence of approx. 7 years 
Julian Broadhurst – Macclesfield – HRCR competitor 
Trevor Page and Carol Mogridge – Previous Historic road rally competitor and now marshals 
Jeremy Purcell – Shropshire – compete on Tour of Cheshire 
Dave King – Helsby – Stage Commander on the Plains 
Jason Henstock – Leyland – Marshal and dad/uncle are member 
Abigail Henstock – interested in rallying 
Graeme Smith – Macclesfield – Wishes to compete on Autosolos 
Maximilian Frickel –– To take part in navigation events 
LWA Price Edwards – To participate in PCA and rally 
Les Merrill – re-joined interested in marshalling 
John and Elaine Hunt – returned to KDMC after a short absence 
Kieran Shingler – interested in attending rallies 
Geoff Goodwin – Slaithwaite, West Yorkshire 
Nigel Fraser – competing in the Tour of Cheshire 
Peter Fletcher – wishes to join a more sociable club, scatter rallies, etc. 
Ed Abbott – Manningtree, Essex, to compete in the Tour of Cheshire 
Margaret Mullen 
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 A great night to remember – The 60th Awards Presentation Dinner 
 
Jeff Gray pulled off yet another great annual awards dinner presentation (sadly his last) but what a way to end some twenty-
eight years of arranging this annual Club event.  
 

 
 
Photo: Steve Skepper 

 
Eighty members and guests enjoyed a splendid four course meal at Cottons Hotel before listening to Don Wales the 
grandson of Sir Malcolm Campbell MBE and nephew of Donald Campbell CBE and the current holder of the land speed 
record for electric cars talk about the various family endeavors to break and hold records on both land and water. In a 
comparatively short period of time Don provided us with a fascinating insight into his family’s motoring and motor boating 
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 activities /history. We also learnt why the ‘Bluebird’ name arose and saw our trophy in situ in Bluebird in the powerpoint 
presentation which complimented Don’s talk. 
 
Some of the comments from our guests just sum up the evening. 
 
“Thank you for the invitation to the dinner on Saturday night, very kind of you.  Superb venue, good food, superb table 
companions, and a guest speaker with a solid history and different stories, well presented.” 
 
“Can I thank you and the whole team at KDMC for your kind hospitality on Saturday. We enjoyed the evening immensely 
and were made to feel very welcome. I though Don Wales speech was among the more interesting after dinner speeches I 
have ever heard. What a shame that the Bluebird award has to go back to its vault – it is some trophy!” 
 
“May I send my thanks for inviting us to KDMC’s 60th Anniversary Awards Presentation Dinner on Saturday. It was a most 
enjoyable evening shared with great company, topped off by a very interesting talk by Don Wales who is clearly as 
enthusiastic as the rest of us about our respective motorsport disciplines. From a guest’s viewpoint, the evening appeared 
to run like clockwork which indicates to me how much care and effort you had put in to organising the event. Well done!  
Many thanks once again and long may KDMC thrive”. 
 
On the subject of the Bluebird trophy, the opportunity to get a picture of the actual trophy with all current winner, Mike 
Harrison, all the previous winners who were attending the dinner and Don was one we just could not miss.  
 
 

 
 
The Bluebird Trophy being held by Mike Harrison and Don Wales, joined in the photograph by previous winners.                       Photo: Steve Skepper 
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As it was the 60th, all those whose names were on the various trophies either as current or previous winners were invited 
to step forward for a group shot. As you can see It was quite difficult to find somebody to actually take the picture. 
 
 

 
 

Photo: David Ward 

The majority of the silverware was then duly presented by President Alan Smith and our Guest Speaker Don Wales before 

the Chairman stepped in to present the secret awards:  

• Bluebird Trophy – Mike Harrison 

• Knutsford Trophy – The late Nigel Raeburn 

• Committee Award – The Targa Team 

• Wooden Spoon – Lorna and Mike Harrison 

• Lady’s Award – Jenny Lawson 

• Chairman’s Award – Jef Sumner 

Peter Boyce rounded off the end to the formalities with a summary of KDMC’s activities over the last six decades and a 

toast to ‘The Club’. We then had the customary ‘Heads and Tails’ won by the President, Alan Smith, and the raffle – which 

raised some £300 for the three different regional air ambulances the Club supports. 
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In last month’s update I said that our attempts to conduct a route survey on 20th January were thwarted when snow 

intervened. We had another go a few weeks later, which was much more successful. It was wet, biblically so, but if you go 

rallying in Wales, you get used to a bit of water. There were a few sections of public road where the fields either side 

contained some impressive puddles, some of which had joined together to flood the road, but we never the less pressed 

on, determined to gather all the data we needed to finalise our plans, and we did, right up to the point where a sizable 

landslide across a road that isn’t much more than one car wide, said no more.  

Fortunately, there was an alternative route into the stages, so following a quick bit of reversing and a three-point turn, 

sorry that should be a turn in the road using forward and reverse gear, we retraced our steps and set off for Dyfi. When we 

got to Dyfi, you couldn’t help but notice quite a bit of water damage to the road as we swept up through the hairpins from 

Ceinews. While the access road gave our fillings a good rattle, the stage itself was in good fettle and with the flying-finish 

located, we moved on to Dyfi East. Our primary concern in Dyfi East was to locate the flying-finish, but before we got that 

far, we had to traverse a section of stage that was quite badly cut-up where harvesting operations were in full swing, there 
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 was one hole that wouldn’t look out of place on an episode of Time Team. We got through, but there’s a world of difference 

between getting through at something approaching walking pace and driving at full-chat across this section in a rally car. 

No doubt this section of road is going to continue to deteriorate as the ravages of storm Emma and the freeze thaw cycle 

that’s predicted to follow take their toll. No doubt there’s a decision that will have to be made closer to the event. 

Talking of storm Emma, as I write this, she’s responsible for wreaking the havoc that’s led to the postponement of the 

Malcolm Wilson, Mid-Wales Stages, and our very own Tour of Cheshire. I know the organising teams for all three events 

well, and the amount of work that they have all put in to get their events ready to run. It’s absolutely gutting when you 

must cancel, especially so close to kick-off, but each team of organisers made absolutely the right call. I’m sorry they had 

to make it, but glad that they did. Hopefully all three organising teams will be able to secure a suitable date later in the 

season when they can deliver what will undoubtedly be great events. 

Back to the Plains and now we are in March we have entered the busy phase of our organisation cycle. The regulations are 

scheduled to be published on our website on 21st, and we are into the mammoth task of producing our safety 

documentation, this of course must be ready in draft form at least, six-weeks before the event so that our Safety Delegate 

can give it the once over. Hopefully by the time we get to six-weeks before the event, the MSA have told me who our Safety 

Delegate is, whoever it is, I’m looking forward to working with them 

Les Sharp 

KDMC CHAMPIONSHIPS – NOMINATED EVENTS PROCEDURE  

Many of the KDMC Championships allow competitors to nominate extra events that they are competing on to count 

towards their points score. The number of nominations allowed is specified in the individual championship regs. 

To nominate an event, you need to tell either myself (richard.duddell@hotmail.co.uk) or the Competition Secretary, Mike 

Vokes, before the event starts. Nominations after the event has started are not allowed.  

As well as the individual championships, your nomination will also count towards the Allrounders championship unless 

you tell us you don’t want this to happen. 

If you are competing as part of a crew (e.g. a rally), the nomination will only count for yourself unless you specifically say 

that it is for both you and your ‘other half’. 

The only exception to the ‘tell us before the start’ rule is for events in the marshals’ championship, where you can put in 

your nomination after the event has taken place. If you have any queries, please ask. 

Richard Duddell   
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 Peter Boyce recognised by the HRCR: Clubman of the year 

 

HRCR President Paddy Hopkirk, Peter Boyce and HRCR Chairman Paul Loveridge                                                               Photo: Simon Coates Photography 

 

At the recent annual Historic Rally Car Register (HRCR) awards presentation night some 150 members and guest saw 

Peter receive the Ignatio Sunsundegui Award presented to him as clubman of the year by HRCR Club President Paddy 

Hopkirk in recognition of Peter’s long-standing involvement in motorsport both as a competitor and organiser. 
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 57 years of experience with KDMC 

In 1961 Jackie and I moved to Knutsford having been in rented accommodation near Croydon since our marriage in 1959. 

We had so few possessions that we moved house in our nice new Morris Mini Minor, brand new at £495. On arrival at 7 

Freshfields, we were greeted and made very welcome by our new next-door neighbours, Alan and Barbara Jolley. 

Alan soon had me joining the relatively new Knutsford and District Motor Club while Barbara soon had Jackie in the 58 

Club, source of baby sitters for the next decade or so. I had driven on events before in my 1172 side valve powered Martin 

Special but having trained as a navigator in the Royal Air Force and been a long-standing lover of maps, I thought I would 

try my hand at rally navigation.  

My first event was in Derbyshire, but I can’t remember its name. It was over 200 miles long and a bit rough by southern 

standards with narrow lanes, big stone walls and unbelievable whites. The car was a 1200 cc Triumph Herald and we came 

7th overall. I was hooked, but along came baby daughter Ailsa to complicate matters. Nevertheless, I managed several 

night rallies in Heralds, Ford Corsair and an early Escort Mk1 1300GT.  

Probably my favourite result was 10th overall and First Novice on the very first Plains Rally, or as it was then Rally of the 

Plains, though it spent a lot of time in Mid Wales! At this point Alan got me involved in the Plains team and Jackie recalls 

how on many weekends I disappeared with Alan and Ken Clawson route finding and PRing in Wales, often opening up roads 

never used before, one in particular involving an annual bottle of Single Malt to a local farmer. These were the years of the 

Castrol Motoring News Rally Championship with our own Don Barrow as champion and of the early RAC Rallies in the 

forests. Yearly pilgrimages to Welshpool for the Plains and North Wales for the RAC kept us busy. 

Into the Seventies and the Plains was well established in the MN Championship and won Rally of the Year. Then the decision 

was taken to take The Plains into the forests as a stage event and it was soon a round of the BTRDA Gold Star series and 

Rally of the Year again. It was also the time of the Flying Finns and RAC Rally mania. Club members were in Wales and 

elsewhere marshalling, spectating and servicing in the days of Cibie spots and glowing red brake discs and accessibility 

without paying a fortune. Of Roger Clark et al battling with the Scandinavians. The Motoring News Championship became 

fiercely competitive and commercial and resulted in the eventual curtailing of night rallying into its present form.  

Down at Snape Farm near Crewe, John and Jean Williamson made us most welcome for our driving tests before we called 

them Autotests, and gymkhana. John and Jean, were I think founder members and have been an essential part of the Club’s 

history. We met then at the Legh Arms and on one famous occasion won the six a side cricket cup. I think Alan and myself 

are the only surviving members of that team. The Club’s big champion then was Nigel Raeburn, who with Will Sparrow had 

great success on the national scene. It was in 1978 that I first teamed up with Rich Harrison and in a couple of Mini Coopers 

and Escort Mk1s we were Club rally champions. Prior to that I had rallied with Roger Hatch in his Minis on most of the well-

known night rallies of the day. 
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Agbo 1970 with Roger Hatch somewhere in Wales! 

 

Rally Ddraig Goch    1979 

Now for the Eighties and KDMC diversified significantly, having always been thought of as a rallying club. Autotests and 

Production Car Trials became a very important part of the scene, not only at Snape but also on tarmac like Burtonwood 

Services, inspired by the ever-enthusiastic Duncan Wild. We took to PCTs as well, with Rich Harrison and Barrie Parker in 

the lead, persuading us to go to the top of a wild and windy and often wet mountain in North Wales called Afon Wen.  
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 Both Duncan and Barrie were national champions in these disciplines and KDMC became a leading club in them, our own 

Off-Road Championship going from strength to strength. The Rally Petite came and went but the Plains had become a must 

do stage rally. It was based in Newtown with Rally HQ at The Bear Hotel where I recall (just) some good apres rally evenings. 

The Club met at The Kilton in these years and had a very healthy membership list. A very important success at this time 

was the Marshals Championship and it quickly became our biggest in numbers. Since the 80s most of us have been involved 

as marshals or organisers or officials of one kind or another up to national and international level, with contributions to 

running stages for the RAC, Rally GB in the forest and elsewhere.  

My own competing in the 80’s was limited a bit by our work with our learning-disabled son Keith. The Club made him very 

welcome at events; he came marshalling with us in the forests and on autotests and competed with me in my Citroen GS 

as bouncer on PCT’s. Rallywise having always admired the Saab 96, I bought one and with Roger Hatch we competed on  

 

Ian Harwood Stages 1983 

various forest events like the Cambrian and on the 20th anniversary of the Plains I was first car away in recognition of the 

fact that I had competed on the very first one in 1964, (Please note that in these years reverse seeding was the norm!). 

Later I bought a Lada to compete in the Lada Challenge, a one make class within national B stage rallies, again with Roger 

Hatch. Great fun and relatively easy on the pocket. 
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 The 1990’s were a great decade for KDMC and for me. I managed to get an early retirement from my work at the Crewe 

Campus of Manchester Poly and became a self-employed very part time training consultant, giving me more time for motor 

sport. For the Club, Scatters became an important element giving relatively cheap experience in the plotting of a route and 

navigating a driver round it in the dark. It really took off and those of us with experience each organised a round of what 

became a successful Twilight Championship. The decade also saw the start of the Junior Championship, a vital element in 

trying to get young members into the Club and active. The Plains under Norman Robertson was again Rally of the Year in 

1992 and was handed over to Les Sharp in the next year. The Plains opened up the forests of Tarenig and Myherin to rallying 

and was instrumental in the development of the Sweet Lamb complex.  

The interest and support for the autotests and PCT’s alongside the rallying interest saw the inauguration of the All Rounders 

Championship in 1990. With its width of activities and successes in rallying and off-road events combined with its 

encouragement of juniors, the Club won the first RAC Motor Club of the Year Award in 1993 and had top three places in 

five further years.  

My own motor sport in the 90’s was in the field of classic rallying. The Historic Rally Car Register(HRCR) had been founded 

so I bought a broken Saab 96 and with Roger rebuilt it and prepared it for stage events. We got ourselves the requisite 

overalls and helmet and did a range of events such as Weston Park, Longleat, Pembrey, and Trentham Gardens and were 

2nd in Class in the Top Gear Heritage Championship in 1991. I navigated for David Russell in his TR3 and TR4 to Monte Carlo 

twice and we did other events in this country. On the Winter Challenge to Monte Carlo in the TR4 we came 4th overall and 

won our class. 

 

Alsecure Guards:  1996  Oulton Park 

Now for the millennium, and no predicted disasters like aircraft falling out of the skies and into the 00’s. This saw the start 

of the Grass Autotest Championship and the Production Car Autotests.  
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KDMC Autosolo:  2008  Demon Tweeks 

The former was contested at several new venues but saw the loss of Snape Farm when John and Jean retired.  The latter 

became a good way of letting very young members get driving experience. Historic rallying continued to flourish and in 

2004 the first Tour of Cheshire ran and soon developed, under the guidance of Nigel Raeburn, into the best supported 

round of the HRCR Clubmans Championship.  

Mike and Lorna Harrison make sure that it maintains that status and the entry is full within hours of the entries going live. 

As is almost routine, but entails an enormous effort, the Plains continues as the Club’s premier event. My own rallying in 

this period brought about a resumption of my partnership with Rich Harrison in his MGB, firstly on the Scatters and 

subsequently on HRCR classic rallies. Prior to this I had enjoyed several years driving the Saab 96 on these rallies with Steve 

Skepper on the maps. I had also navigated David Russell on three Rallye des Alpes, great experiences and at a time when 

they were affordable. 

Up to date now with the “teens”. The Plains is back in Welshpool and the noggins are back at the Kilton! The full range of 

events continues but KDMC now has yet another event on the calendar, the Targa Rally, guided by Graham Raeburn and 

an immediate success. What is also encouraging is the success of our younger talent. Matthew Vokes, Dan Harrison and 

Russ Smith have all had success on the national scene and even younger members are making their presence felt – Duddell, 

Vokes, Henstock and Williams are names that show that one way of ensuring the future of the club is to breed your own!  

My own competition career continues with Rich in the MGB, a different one now after a write off on the Tour of Cheshire 

in 2016. 
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Ilkley Jubilee: 2016  Coldstones Quarry 

We have added the Rally of the Tests to our usual set of HRCR rallies and last year completed a very snowy and icy Le Jog, 

finishing the year winning our class in the HRCR Clubmans Championship. I must be the oldest competitor in these events 

and plan to continue in the coming year, starting with our own Tour of Cheshire and will continue as long as I enjoy doing 

it. I think that KDMC with its strong younger element has a bright future and can be justifiably proud of its 60 year past. 

Peter Boyce  

(Peter didn’t mention his lovely Citroen DS, but did send a picture of it in action on the Hughes Rally in 2006- Ed)                                                                                                                 
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2018 Targa: Latest News 

Firstly, I would like to say thank you to the Club committee on behalf of all the 2017 Targa organising team for being award 

the Committee Award at the recent awards dinner.  

 

Dave Aincham, Russ Henstock and myself collected the award on the night, but it's great for the whole team to be 

recognised for successfully bringing a new event to the Club. 

We also have an event pop-up to advertise the event which was on display for the first time at the Awards night. 
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Since last month we have re-booked a number of venues and are working on finding some more venues to add into the 

mix. We have also increased our safety and communications cover with extra resources booked to come and help on the 

2018 event. This should help us make the event run even smoother this year. 

We have also got a new award for the best performance in a historic car provided by Amazon Cars, who specialise in Volvos 

especially PVs, Amazons and 140s (https://www.amazoncars.co.uk/). They prepare Mike and Lorna Harrison’s PV and, of 

course, Amy Henchoz’s Amazon. Amy joined the Club last year and took part in last year’s Targa.  

Like all Club events the Targa rally doesn't just happen it needs lots of assistance and support from Club members. So please 

put Saturday 8th September in the diary and come along and help or if you want to join the team putting the event on then 

please get in touch with me (grahamraeburn75@googlemail.com). For 2018 Russ Henstock is taking on the role of chief 

marshal, so please support Russ's requests for help as and when they appear. 

For those Club members more interested in competing in the event, for 2018 we will be running a dual-permit event – a 

National B event will be the main event and will require a competition license, for those without we will have a Clubman 

event running alongside on the same route, but only requiring KDMC membership. 

Graham Raeburn 

The Knutsford Targa Rally 2018 

Remember it’s on Saturday 8 September 2018 
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 Visit Conwy Cambrian Rally 2018 

Well once again North Wales Car Club invited KDMC to run a stage on the Cambrian Rally. Phil Mostyn took the 

lead as Stage Commander and I was his deputy.  

So, what does a deputy Stage commander do on a forest Rally event?  

Well it starts on the day before the event with a trip down to the stage to meet Phil to check the stage and ensure 

we both know the route, and everything is set up to our high standards. Phil then requested that we get there at 

7am next morning to ensure we were set up and ready for signing on. Phil of course was staying at his parent in 

laws place in Conwy so was only 20 minutes away from the stage whilst I had to come back home that night to 

run scouts.  (40 kids cooking pancakes is far scarier than running a stage!) 

So, at 5.30 am on the Saturday morning I set off back to LLanwrst.  This year there was no snow and the weather 

forecast promised a dryish day. I arrived at the stage start just before 7am and started setting our stall up. Phil 

arrived around 7:15 as expected (he’s always at least 15 minutes late!) and soon the marshals and radio crews 

started to arrive. My second job of the day was make HRH the Boss a cup of coffee!  

We soon had all the marshals signed on and could breathe a big sigh of relief as everyone turned up and we’d 

reached our predicted numbers ensuring the stage was covered as required!   The pilot cars then started arriving 

and after a quick catch up with old friends they entered stage! This is also the time I noticed a similarity between 

Phil and Steve Henstock who I also act as deputy stage commander for! They both can talk for England when it 

comes to event officials arriving at our stage! 

 

Now most of the officials had gone through I was given my next important task of the day…. To cook Philip’s 

breakfast!  Sausage Bacon and Egg Barms were the order for the day so I duly fired up the cookers and got the 

ingredients out …. Oooopppps I’d left the eggs at home.!  Phil was not impressed and insisted that we stopped 
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 the stage whilst he went and asked every competitor if they had any eggs with them! Well after walking down 

the queue of cars as far as ATC, a disappointed stage commander made his way back to the start to make do 

with a bacon and sausage barm (well 3 actually, but don’t tell Anna that!) 

 

After an hour’s delay (caused by incidents on the previous stages and not the lack of eggs!) we were given 

permission from the Clerk of the Course to send in Car 0 and so the stage started! The rest of the day ran very 

smoothly and without any hitches. I managed to redeem myself by providing a couple of Tunnock Tea cakes along 

with a cup of coffee and soon the lack of eggs was forgotten!  

We must thank all the marshals and radio crews that came out that day to support us, a good show from KDMC, 

including Mr President sir, and not only on our stage but on other stages as well. Mark and Andy were out doing 

timing and Lee was on rescue! He even managed to get out of the van, but only to pose for a photo! 

 

So thanks everyone for a great day of motor sports and we hope to see you all , and more , out on future 

events this year! 

Mike Timmins 
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Up and coming Marshalling opportunities 

Three Castles Trial 2018: Friday 8th June:  Kinmel Park 14:00 - 18:15 

116 CC Targa Tracks Rally: Sunday 29th July:  Kinmel Park (WRC style) - 3 miles long. Timings yet to be confirmed 

Please contact Phil Bateman (philbateman@hotmail.com) if you are available for either of these or require more details. 

 

Rally Nuts (Severn Valley) Stages: Saturday 14th April 2018 

The stage will run twice and be the 2nd and 6th stage of the day. The provisional times are below 

1st Run:  1st car due at 09.41 Last Car (150) due at 12:11 

2nd Run: 1st Car due at 14:56 and last car (150) at 17:26 

This is the first year the event has been part of the BTRDA championship. 

Cefn :- Stage Entry Map 160 844412 

Further details about the event can be found on the website http://www.severnvalleystages.co.uk/ 

If you’re free to assist and would like to come and get in on the action I’d love to hear from you, so please do get in touch. 

Mike Timmins - Stage Commander (mikeytimmins@btinternet.com) or O7747 620009 
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 ANWCC INTER-CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP 2018 
 
 

 
 
 
Although we are only 2 months into 2018 and the dust has now settled on the ANWCC Inter-Club Championship 2017, I am 
pleased to see that KDMC members are already beginning to put their mark on some of the ANWCC Championships, and 
as a result of their efforts to date, we are presently lying third in this year’s Championship with a total of 43 points. 
 
At the moment Under 17 Motor Club [North-West] are in first place with 63 points, followed by Bala & District Motor Club 
with 46 points. Presently there are about 30 Clubs in the ANWCC who have started to score points, therefore our present 
position in the top three is deemed to be healthy at this stage in the Championship. 
 
KDMC members who have already scored points are as follows: 
 
• Forest Rally Championship – David Auden & his son in law Christopher Row were out on the Cambrian Rally in their 
Lancer Evo VI, and as a result David is 3rd overall driver & Christopher is 7th overall co-driver. 
 
• Autosolo Championship: To date there have been three events including our own KDMC event at Demon Tweeks 
at the end of January. Andy Williams is presently 3rd overall in his 1.0L Nissan Micra. Lauren Crook is presently in 7th overall 
in her Saab 9-3 (which is not a small car for Autosolos). In 10th place overall, is James Williams once again the Williams – 
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 Micra, however to date he has only done 2 out of 3 events, therefore he is presently playing catch-up, but I am sure that 
he will have his sights set on the top places in the Championship. 
 
• Autotest Championship 2018: To date there has only been one round of this Championship which was held at 
Accrington on 18 February. There were only three competitors who have registered for the Autotest Championship to date, 
and two of these are members of KDMC. James Williams is presently 2nd overall in his road going Mini & Dave Goodlad is 
3rd overall in his Mini Clubman. I am sure that as the season progresses we will see more KDMC members gyrating around 
the cones but more of that in future updates. 
 
As you can see from the above it is early days for KDMC in the Inter-Club Championship for 2018, but the foundations are 
presently being cast. As you are aware KDMC won the Inter-Club Championship again in 2016 and 2017, therefore it would 
be very nice if we could make it a hat-trick in 2018. 
 
For those of you who are new to KDMC and / or new to Motorsport generally, are you aware that ANWCC cater for ten 
different types of motorsport all of which are catered for in the Inter-Club Championship. If your budget will not stretch to 
rallying you can compete in other disciplines all of which are deemed to be part of the grass roots of motorsport. A classic 
example is the Nissan Micra 1.0L (is he on commission for selling Micras – Ed) which is both cheap to run and very 
competitive. Mind you Andy and James have lots of experience between them, both being natural high-speed competitors, 
but it goes to prove that it can be done. 
 
I have listed below the ten types of motorsport which are part of the ANWCC Inter-Club Championship. I hope that we will 
see your name being added to the KDMC Competitors. 
• Stage Rallies 
• Forest Rallies 
• Road Rallies 
• Historic Road Rallies 
• Autotests 
• PCA’s 
• Autosolos 
• Trials (Previously known as Production Car Trials) 
• Sprints 
• Hillclimbs 
 
Roger Hopkins 
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 Scatter 181 by Julian Broadhurst 
 
The Story so far- 
 
 
I have been part of motorsport in one form or another since leaving University, first time round in the late 80’s….more 
recently events had conspired that left me taking a few years away from competition, with the exception of a one off ride 
on the Rally GB National and the odd go spectating, until my wife bought me a 1958 Morris Minor for my 50th birthday to 
pick up rallying where I left off 8 years ago… 
 
 So, what am I doing the left-hand seat…? 
 
Late last year, desperate to start competing again but not having found the right car, I found myself on the start line of the 
Mull Targa rally navigating an International specification historic Volvo rally car and turning in a reasonable result. Then as 
the New Year dawned I realised my new Moggy was far from ready for heavy driving so I resolved to would grab what I 
could until Mog was ready for action.  
 
When Scatter 181 was announced to the Club I thought it seemed like a good enough place to start, thus I found myself 
canvassing friends to see who might fancy a ‘go in the lanes’, no one it seemed… 
 
 My new pilot came from what one might have considered the most unlikely source; the Morris Minor Owners Club, but 
for one detail, he has previous form, having rallied his own Morris Minor and double bonus, he has been out scatter rallying 
this side of the millennium! Enter David Ward. 
 
 
 The Big Night… 
 
 
I’m always up for a challenge, but night rallying after a 25 year break...  
 
How hard could this be? To me scatter rallies were small discrete affairs run on club nights from the club room over the 
same two maps west of Warrington, I was more than impressed by the choice of a remote start away from the club night 
and in new lanes, it gave the evening a sense of gravitas, a sense of occasion. 
 
As early as signing on I realised the world of scatter rallying had moved on without me, crews were brandishing sheets of 
sticky dots to helping to visualise the spread of points over the map… should I have some of these David? … Dave sheepishly 
admits we would, but he’s brought his autojumble bag instead of navigator’s bag... Nothing for it, time to ‘blag’ a sheet of 
a fellow competitor... This is not a good start…  
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 Once we had plotted the map it was time for a bit of a think, some clues worth double points… others triple… there might 
be something to this, I’ve always been good at mentally drawing up a route in my head I quickly reeled out the order in 
which I wanted to visit our chosen points to prevent me ad-libbing or worse missing a point in the heat of completion we 
chose an anti-clockwise loop of the southern most points with small detours and about turns to pick up stragglers enabling 
us to reach two double point and the triple.  
 
Out in the lanes the first thing that struck me was how poor modern headlights are… something that should have been 
obvious you say, but when the need for range and detail isn’t that important ‘adequate’ becomes ‘acceptable’ … Its either 
that or my eyesight.  
 
As my confidence to read the map grew we were able to compensate for the lighting and we were able to make good 
progress over the ground picking up points methodically as per my grand plan. The points with multipliers were well placed, 
the triple especially on the far end of a long narrow loop, we bagged these while I did my best to use the map to open the 
lanes up as much as we dare in the wintery conditions. Not bad considering until the night I’ve never even tried to read a 
map in a car since I needed glasses… 
 
As we started the ‘run home’ time became the critical factor and we still had points to visit on our schedule, then I realised 
I hadn’t taken account of the time we were allocated for plotting and there was no time issue. It was David who had 
previously worked out our finish time that helped me here and being more familiar with the area was able to accurately 
tell me how long, not how far we were from Buxton.  
 
For us the last point to visit was No 1 (I think) part way down a navigable white, I wasn’t sure what David would make of 
this as we turned in off the tarmac because Skoda Superb’s aren’t famous for their off road performance… I shouldn’t have 
worried, Dave impressed me all night with his maturity, driving hard to the conditions, weather and my map reading 
without taking any undue risks.  
 
Leaving this point in the direction we arrived left us with plenty of time ‘in hand’ for a relaxed run back into town, until 
David asked how I was doing with the tie-breaker? Oh, say I…. (Truth be told they had slipped my mind completely, WDMC 
had always used mileage as a tie breaker and the quiz element failed to register in the excitement of plotting and the start) 
between us we managed only 4 questions... 
 
 
 The finish. 
 
 
At this point I have to say we confidently expected our greatest achievement of the evening would be to make it back to 
the finish within scheduled time. I am aware that KDMC has a strong membership and we were definitely ‘the new boys’. 
 
We were first back by only a moment with a few minutes to spare but definitely not enough time to have considered an 
extra point in the field. As crews arrived after us we discovered to our amazement that one of them was Jan Frickel with 
whom David and I had been talking via face book about the Morris he was restoring to rally… Small world isn’t it…  
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As the results were announced in reverse order I knew we hadn’t finished last from talking to other competitors. As the 
scores were read out and the scores climbed with the finish positions David and I listened with incredulity as 3rd was 
announced, not us… then 2nd….. not us..  
 
(did we miss our names earlier in roll call) then… 1st overall David Ward and Julian Broadhurst 23 points and 4 tie breaks… 
OMG…  
 
  
With grateful thanks 
 
This is the moment when I get to thank KDMC and the event organisers for putting on a fantastic event, the start venue 
and choice of lanes brought the magic of rallying alive again. Off the back of this result I have asked David if he will come 
back for more and with luck make a season of it while I get my own garage in order and my own car ready for the lanes. 
 
 
Julian Broadhurst 
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